Unique features of different classes of G-protein-coupled receptors revealed from sequence coevolutionary and structural analysis
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Abstract

G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest family of human membrane proteins and represent the primary targets of about one third of currently marketed drugs. Despite the critical importance, experimental structures have been determined for only a limited portion of GPCRs and functional mechanisms of GPCRs remain poorly understood. Here, we have constructed novel sequence coevolutionary models of the A and B classes of GPCRs and compared them with residue contact frequency maps generated with available experimental structures. Significant portions of structural residue contacts were successfully detected in the sequence-based covariational models. “Exception” residue contacts predicted from sequence coevolutionary models but not available structures added missing links that were important for GPCR activation and allosteric modulation. Moreover, we identified distinct residue contacts involving different sets of functional motifs for GPCR activation, such as the Na⁺ pocket, CWxP, DRY, PIF, and NPxxY motifs in the class A and the HETx and PxxG motifs in the class B. Finally, we systematically uncovered critical residue contacts tuned by allosteric modulation in the two classes of GPCRs, including those from the activation motifs and particularly the extracellular and intracellular loops in class A GPCRs. These findings provide a promising framework for rational design of ligands to regulate GPCR activation and allosteric modulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) comprise the largest and most diverse family of integral membrane proteins in eukaryotes. GPCRs mediate various physiological activities, including vision, olfaction, taste, neurotransmission, endocrine, and immune responses.1 Due to the critical roles in cellular signaling, approximately 34% of FDA-approved therapeutically agents act on GPCRs.2 On the basis of sequence homology and functional similarity, GPCRs are classified into six different classes, four of which are present in the human body: class A (Rhodopsin-like), class B (secretin receptors), which is further divided into subclasses of B1 (classical hormone receptors), B2 (adhesion GPCRs), and B3 (methuselah-like-type receptors); class C (metabotropic glutamate receptors); and class F (frizzled/TAS2 receptors).3,4 The other two classes include D (fungul mating pheromone receptors) and E (cyclic AMP receptors). In comparison, class A is the largest with 701 known receptors and by far the most extensively studied class of GPCRs.4 GPCRs share a characteristic structural fold of seven transmembrane (TM) α-helices...
GPCRs. Functional mechanisms of many GPCR classes related to experimental structures have been resolved for only the GPCRs. Allosteric ligands often include the positive allosteric to include TM sequences of all human GPCRs. The final sequence-structure alignment revealed 40 interhelical contacts that were common to class A GPCRs, 23 of which were conserved among class B, C, and F GPCRs. Furthermore, by comparing the active and inactive structures of class A receptors, they identified 15 Native ACTivation “Hot-spOt” residues (NACHOs) for class A GPCR activation. In 2019, Zhou et al. discovered a common activation pathway of class A GPCRs through an analysis residue–residue contact scores of 235 available class A GPCR structures. A four-layer activation pathway that connected the extracellular to intracellular regions was characterized at the residue level. Changes in critical residue contacts were identified during global movements of TM6 and TM7 in class A GPCR activation. GPCRs are also able to bind allosteric ligands at topographically distinct sites, which could induce further conformational changes of the GPCRs. Allosteric ligands often include the positive allosteric modulator (PAM) and negative allosteric modulator (NAM) of GPCR activation. For class A GPCRs, binding of a PAM in the M2 muscarinic receptor was shown to induce slight contraction of the receptor extracellular pocket, which was pre-formed in the active agonist-bound structure. Binding of a muscarinic toxin NAM to the inactive antagonist-bound M1 muscarinic receptor induced conformational changes in the receptor ECL2, TM1, TM2, TM6, and TM7 extracellular domains, as well as the TM2 and TM6 intracellular domains. In the free fatty acid receptor GPR40 and the C5a receptor, PAM binding in a lipid-facing pocket formed by TM3-TM4-ICL2 induced conformational changes in the ICL2, TM4, and TM5 of the active receptor. The ICL2 adopted a short helical conformation and the TM5 was shifted along its helical axis toward the extracellular side relative to the TM4. For class B GPCRs, a PAM was found to bind between the extracellular domains of TM1 and TM2 of the GLP-1 receptor. In the glucagon receptor, NAM binding restricted the outward movement of the TM6 intracellular domain. The ECL2 stretched to the central axis of the TM helical bundle, allowing for interactions from TM3 to TM6 and TM7 in the inactive class B GPCRs.

Despite remarkable advances in structural determination efforts, experimental structures have been resolved for only ~90 unique GPCRs. Functional mechanisms of many GPCR classes related to activation and allosteric modulation remain poorly understood at the residue level. Recent developments in methods for residue-covariation analysis have shown that another source of functional and structural information is in observed patterns of mutational covariation in multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) constructed from diverse protein sequences from a protein family. Residue covariation analysis methods infer a global probability model of sequences in the MSA which crucially captures the covariation of different columns of the MSA, while disentangling direct from indirect mutational covariation through inference of the underlying functional couplings which generated the observed covariation. The direct coupling analysis or “Potts” models have been shown to capture important structural and functional information. The models have further applications through the use of the probability model as a scoring function for individual sequences, for instance Potts models can predict effects of mutations to a sequence, or be used to predict structural or conformational preferences of individual sequences or subfamilies of sequences.

Here, we have constructed sequence coevolutionary Potts Hamiltonian models for class A and B GPCRs, for which sufficient protein sequences are available. We also generate residue contact frequency maps from available structures of both classes of GPCRs. Residue pairs that exhibit strong coevolutionary couplings but low structural contact frequencies are referred to as “exceptions” from the Potts model predictions. Several of such exception residue contacts added important missing links for activation and allosteric modulation of the GPCRs. We have also identified distinct residue contacts that are important for activation and allosteric modulation of these two classes of GPCRs. The Ballesteros–Weinstein numbering scheme is used to denote the residue index of GPCRs. The most conserved residue in helix N is assigned N.50 and the others are numbered decreasingly toward the N-terminus and increasingly toward the C-terminus.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Sequence datasets

We built MSAs of class A and B GPCRs from the corresponding Pfam IDs of PF00001 and PF00002, respectively. The MSAs included 84 481 sequences for class A and 17 804 sequences for class B of GPCRs (Table S1), and the sequences in both MSAs are mainly chordates, with minor amounts of invertebrates and uncategorized eukaryotes, so that the sequences in the MSAs encompass metazoan GPCR sequence diversity. Any sequences and columns in the MSAs with more than 10% gaps were removed, leaving 37 471 sequences of length 235 residues for class A and 12 645 sequences of length 226 residues for class B of GPCRs. The residue sequences of class A and B GPCRs were also aligned using the hmmlign function of HMMER (Table S2). A number of these sequences, however, were phylogenetically related and sampled with experimental biases. One common correction was to downweight similar sequences by
assigning a weight \( w = 1/n \) to each sequence, with \( n \) being the number of sequences that are more than 40% similar to the target sequence.\(^{24,35,40} \) The correction resulted in a number of effective sequences \( N_{\text{eff}} = \sum w \) of 5126 sequences for class A and 902 sequences for class B of GPCRs (Table S1).

### 2.2 Sequence coevolutionary Potts model inference

Potts Hamiltonian models of residue coevolution were built based on the assumption that pairs of residues with a conserved functional interaction within a protein family or class will mutate in a compensatory and correlated fashion during evolution to maintain that function.\(^{40} \) We built separate Potts models for each GPCR class because the classes can be interpreted to represent the main divisions of GPCR subfunction and mechanism, and we aimed to detect and differentiate the interacting pairs related to those mechanisms. Because our sequence dataset was composed of metazoan sequences, we expected the interactions detected by Potts coevolution analysis will reflect functions and mechanisms which are conserved across metazoan within each class. The Potts model is constructed as the least biased sequence probability distribution \( P(S) \propto e^{-\mathcal{H}(S)} \) that reproduces one-site \( \langle s \rangle \) and two-site \( \langle s,s' \rangle \) mutational probabilities of a protein MSA.\(^{40,41} \) In this equation, \( \mathcal{H}(S) \) is the Hamiltonian and takes the form of \( \mathcal{H}(S) = \sum h_i(s_i) + \sum_{i>j} J_{ij}(s_i,s_j) \), in which \( S \) is a sequence of amino acid types \( (s) \) at each of \( L \) positions, \( h_i(s_i) \), or “fields,” refers to the single point contribution to the statistical energy of residue \( s_i \) at position \( i \), and \( J_{ij}(s_i,s_j) \) or “couplings,” stands for the energy contribution of a position-pair \( i \) and \( j \).\(^{40,41} \) Strong coupling parameters \( J_{ij}(s_i,s_j) \) often correspond to direct physical interactions in protein 3D structures;\(^{24,42} \) therefore, the model is of great interest in the field of structure determination. Mi3-GPU is a newly developed software that solves for real-valued coupling parameters \( J_{ij}(s_i,s_j) \) in the Hamiltonian \( \mathcal{H}(S) \) with few approximations using Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) methods with quasi-Newton optimization.\(^{43} \) Mi3-GPU can be used to construct Potts models with high statistical precision. A full description of the program can be found in Reference 43.

We applied Mi3-GPU to infer the Potts models of class A and B GPCRs. A 21-letter alphabet was used for Potts covariation analysis, including the 20 amino acids plus gap. The damping parameter was set to 0.01 and an 11 regularization of 0.002 throughout the inference. Three rounds of inference were performed for each Potts model. In the first round, \( 2^{18} \) walkers with 64 MCMC steps were used to reduce the sum-of-square-residuals, average bivariate marginal relative error (Ferr), and the covariance energy (X). Since our datasets were from Pfam, the X values were not yet fully leveled off after the first round, a second round of inference was thus performed using an increased number of \( 2^{20} \) walkers with 32–64 MCMC steps to fully level off X values. One final round with two \( 2^{22} \) walkers for four MCMC steps was performed to minimize the finite-sampling error and obtain a model with statistically accurate marginals and negligible residuals.\(^{43} \)

### 2.3 Residue interaction score using weighted Frobenius norm

A weighted Frobenius norm\(^{44} \) was used to obtain a residue pair interaction score from resulting Potts model parameters to control and reduce the contribution of marginals with a large sampling error.\(^{40} \) The interaction score can be calculated from the coupling parameters \( J_{ij} \) using the following formula
\[
\mathcal{I} = \sqrt{\sum_{i,j} (w_{ij} J_{ij})^2},
\]
where \( w_{ij} \) is positive and tunable.\(^{40,43} \)

### 2.4 Construction of residue contact frequency maps

From the Protein Data Bank (PDB)\(^{45,46} \) and GPCRdb,\(^{38,47,48} \) we collected 283 structures of class A GPCRs (94 active, 185 inactive, and four intermediate) and 31 structures of class B GPCRs (16 active, 14 inactive, and one intermediate) (Table S3). Structures that were poorly aligned to our MSAs were excluded from our datasets. For the remaining structures, the refined models obtained from GPCRdb\(^{38,47,48} \) were used for our analysis. GPCRdb used the GPCRdb homology modeling pipeline\(^{47} \) to model missing segments, revert mutations and remodel distorted regions in the GPCR structures. The refined residues, however, were primarily located in the diverse loop regions. They did not significantly affect our analysis since most of the residues relevant to GPCR activation and allosteric modulation were identified in the TM domains. Among the active GPCR structures, three class A GPCRs were bound by both the agonist and PAM (PDBs: 4MQT, 6OIK and 6N48), similarly for one class B GPCR (PDB: 6VCB). Among the inactive GPCR structures, three class A GPCRs were bound by both the antagonist and NAM (PDBs: 5X7D, 6OBA, and 5T1A), similarly for one class B GPCR (PDB: 5EE7). A summary of the available GPCR structural data is included in Table S1.

The contact frequencies between conserved residues of class A and B GPCRs were determined. Two residues were considered in contact if their Cβ–Cβ atom distance was ≤8 Å, unless stated otherwise. For glycine, the Cx atom was used. The residue contact frequency maps were built for classes A and B of GPCRs using all the available structures for comparison with the sequence coevolutionary Potts models. Exceptions of residue contacts that showed significantly high Frobenius norms but low structural contact frequencies were identified in the Potts models of classes A and B GPCRs. Note that a number of these exception residue contacts could result from the arbitrary contact definition since they showed average Cβ–Cβ distances close to the 8 Å cutoff (Table S8).

Residue contact frequency difference maps were built for active versus inactive GPCR structures to identify residue contacts involved in activation of the two classes of GPCRs. The concepts of switching and repacking contacts for GPCR activation were adopted from Zhou et al.\(^{13} \) Switching contacts were defined as residue contacts that were present in only one GPCR functional state (active or inactive). Repacking contacts were residue contacts that were present in both GPCR functional states but showed notable changes in contact frequencies. Furthermore, residue contact frequency difference maps were built for active agonist-bound GPCRs in the presence versus absence of PAMs, as well as inactive
antagonist-bound GPCRs in the presence versus absence of NAMs, to identify residue contacts tuned by allosteric modulation in the two classes of GPCRs. In this context, structures of the same GPCR with very similar or identical orthosteric ligands were selected for comparison. In one instance, we compared residue contacts between two structures of the M2 muscarinic receptor with the same orthosteric ligand, but one with PAM bound (4MQT) and the other without PAM (4MQS).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Structural residue contacts of GPCRs were detected in sequence coevolutionary models

We inferred separate sequence-based Potts coevolutionary models for the A and B classes of GPCRs and compared them with corresponding residue contact frequency maps (Figure 1). The input MSAs included 84,481 sequences for class A and 17,804 sequences for class B GPCRs. Any sequences and columns in the MSAs with more than 10% gaps were removed, and through the correction to downweight phylogenetically similar sequences, we obtained 5126 and 902 effective sequences for class A and B GPCRs, respectively (Table S1). The residue sequences of class A and B GPCRs were also aligned using the hmmalign function of HMMER39 (Table S2). Moreover, residue contact frequency maps were built from all available structures of each class of GPCRs (Table S3). The structures included the active, inactive, active agonist-PAM-bound and inactive antagonist-NAM-bound GPCRs for both classes as shown for a model class A GPCR in Figure 1(A) and a model class B GPCR in Figure 1(D). The Potts coupling parameters, which were used to calculate Frobenius norms as residue contact scores, were visualized as a heatmap for each of the two classes of GPCRs. The Potts model was
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**Figure 1** Comparison of the Potts model and residue contact frequency maps of class A and B G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). (A) The active (red), inactive (blue), active agonist-positive allosteric modulator (PAM)-bound (green), and inactive antagonist-negative allosteric modulator (NAM)-bound (orange) structures of a model class A GPCR (PDBs: 6IBL, 5A8E, 6OIK, and 6OBA). (B) Comparison of the Potts model (upper triangle) and residue contact frequency map (lower triangle) of class A GPCRs. (C) Structural contact detection rate of residue pairs in class A GPCRs with the top 100 long-distance Frobenius norms. (D) The active (red), inactive (blue), active agonist-PAM-bound (green), and inactive antagonist-NAM-bound (orange) structures of a model class B GPCR (PDBs: 6LMK, 5XEZ, 6VCB, and 5EE7). (E) Comparison of the Potts model (upper triangle) and residue contact frequency map (lower triangle) of class B GPCRs. (F) Structural contact detection rate of residue pairs in class B GPCRs with the top 100 long-distance Frobenius norms. Only residue pairs with at least five residues apart were considered to calculate the contact detection rates using cutoffs of 0.0 and 0.3 for the contact frequency.
then directly compared with the residue contact frequency map of class A (Figure 1(B)) and class B (Figure 1(E)) of GPCRs.

The correspondence between the Potts model and residue contact frequency map of class A GPCRs was evident in residue interactions of the TM6-TM7, TM5-TM6, TM3-TM6, TM3-TM5, TM3-TM4, TM2-TM7, TM2-TM4, TM2-TM3, TM1-TM7, and TM1-TM2 domains (Figure 1(B)). Overall, the number of predicted residue contacts from Potts model of class B GPCRs was lower than that of class A GPCRs. Nevertheless, the Potts model and residue contact frequency map of class B GPCRs were in agreement for residue interactions in the TM6-TM7, TM5-TM6, TM3-TM5, TM3-TM4, TM2-TM4, TM2-TM3, TM1-TM7, and TM1-TM2 domains (Figure 1(E)).

Furthermore, we extracted the top 100 long-distance Frobenius norms, consisting of residue pairs that were ≥5 residues apart in the numbering scheme, from the Potts model of each GPCR class and examined whether the corresponding residue contacts were observed in the experimental GPCR structures. The residue contacts predicted from the sequence-based Potts models were deemed true positives if they were present in available GPCR structures above a percentage cutoff (e.g., 30% or 0.3). Those residue pairs with significantly high Frobenius norms (particularly ≥0.16 for class A and ≥0.19 for class B) but with low contact frequencies below the percentage cutoff in the GPCR structures were considered exceptions in the Potts model predictions. A number of them were found to form important contacts for GPCR activation and allosteric modulation. With the cutoffs of 0.0 and 0.3 for the structural contact frequency, the residue contact detection rates of our Potts models were plotted for classes A and B of GPCRs in the Figure 1(C,F), respectively. With zero contact frequency cutoff, the residue contact detection rates were 0.82 and 0.56 for the top 100 long-distance Frobenius norms in the Potts models of the classes A and B of GPCRs, respectively. The detection rates decreased with increasing cutoff of the structural contact frequency. At the 0.3 contact frequency cutoff, the residue contact detection rates decreased to 0.59 and 0.52 for the top 100 long-distance Frobenius norms in the Potts models of the classes A and B of GPCRs, respectively. In comparison, the detection rate from Potts model of the class B GPCRs was slightly lower than that of class A GPCRs, due to the relatively smaller number of effective sequences (Table S1). These results are consistent with prior applications of Potts covariance analysis for other protein families, in which contact detection rates for the top 100 contacts observed in the main or predominant conformation for the protein family are typically 0.5–0.7, and this is dependent on the number of effective sequences in the MSA.44,49 It has also been established how the remaining Potts interactions, which do not correspond to contacts in the predominant conformation for a protein family, are often found to correspond to contacts formed in alternate conformations, homo-oligomer interfaces, and allosteric interactions upon further structural investigation.24,27 Below we will show how some of the predicted Potts interactions in GPCRs which are not contacts according to the 0.3 contact frequency cutoff can be explained structurally in other ways. Based on the above findings, the 0.3 cutoff of structural contact frequency was used for further analysis.

### 3.2 Activation and allosteric modulation of class A GPCRs

For class A GPCRs, contact exceptions with the top 20 long-distance Frobenius norms are summarized in Table S4. Notably, residue pair C3.44-V5.57 (rank 14) had the contact frequency increased to 0.38 in only the inactive class A GPCR structures, while residue pairs Y3.51-F5.56 (rank 28) and F5.47-L6.49 (rank 60) had the contact frequencies increased to 0.38 and 0.49 in only the active class A GPCR structures, respectively. Since these residue contacts showed significantly higher contact frequencies in one of the GPCR functional states (active or inactive), they were considered contacts that were important for GPCR activation or inactivation.

We built residue contact frequency maps for the active and inactive class A GPCRs and calculated their difference by subtracting residue contact frequencies in the inactive GPCR structures from those in the active structures. The residue contact frequency difference map between active and inactive class A GPCR structures is shown in Figure 2(A). The exception residue contacts of ranks 14, 28, and 60 are shown in Figure 2(B). Furthermore, we highlighted the top 30 residue contacts with the largest differences of contact frequencies in the inactive and active GPCR structures (Table S5(A)). The seven switching residue contacts in the list included S3.39-F6.44, I3.46-L6.37, and R3.50-L6.34 that were present in only the inactive GPCR structures (Figure 2(E)) and I3.46-Y7.53, Y5.58-L6.40, Y5.62-L6.37, and A5.65-A6.33 that were present in only the active GPCR structures (Figure 2(F–H)). Overall, the residue contacts between TM1-TM7 (Figure 2(C)) and TM3-TM6 (Figure 2(E)) were significantly weakened, while a number of contacts between TM2-TM7 (Figure 2(D)), TM3-TM7 (Figure 2(F)), and TM5-TM6 (Figure 2(G,H)) were strengthened upon class A GPCR activation.

In addition to activation, we examined residue contacts that were tuned by allosteric modulation of class A GPCRs. Among the list of top ranked exception residue contacts (Table S4), the Y3.51-S3.56 residue pair (rank 4) had the contact frequency decreased by 0.33 upon binding of NAMs to the inactive GPCRs. With binding of PAMs to the active GPCRs, two residue pairs A2.49-W4.50 (rank 11) and D3.49-Y89C12 (rank 30) had the contact frequency decreased by 0.67 and 0.33, respectively, while the F5.47-L6.49 residue pair (rank 60) had the contact frequency increased by 0.33. These exception residue contacts in the Potts model correlated with the allosteric modulation of class A GPCRs.

We generated additional residue contact frequency maps for the active agonist-bound class A GPCRs in the absence and presence of PAMs and calculated their difference of residue contact frequencies (Figure 3(A)), similarly for the inactive antagonist-bound class A GPCRs in the absence and presence of NAMs (Figure 3(B)). The residue contacts that were significantly tuned in class A GPCRs in the presence of allosteric modulators were listed in Table S5(B). During binding of PAMs to active class A GPCRs, residues N2.39-R3.50 and
N2.39-C3.53 formed new contacts, whereas the exception residue pair A2.49-W4.50 in the Potts model lost contact (Figure 3(C)). Moreover, residues L3.27-L4.62, V3.34-L4.56, D3.49-A4.42, and V5.51-W6.48 also formed new contacts in the active class A GPCRs (Figure 3(D,E)). With binding of NAMs to the inactive class A GPCRs, residues T2.37-K4.39 formed new contacts between TM2-TM4 (Figure 3(F)), similarly for residue contacts I3.31-S4.57 between TM3-TM4 (Figure 3(F)), contacts A2.49-V3.36 between TM2-TM3 (Figure 3(G)), and contacts A5.39-H6.58 between TM5-TM6 (Figure 3(H)).

3.3 | Activation and allosteric modulation of class B GPCRs

For class B GPCRs, exception residue contacts with the top 20 long-distance Frobenius norms are summarized in Table S6. The contact frequency of residue pair S2.49-W4.50 (rank 2) increased to 0.31 in the active class B GPCR structures, while only 0.14 in the inactive structures. Therefore, this exception residue contact predicted in the Potts model could be explained by activation of class B GPCRs.
We computed the residue contact frequency difference map between active and inactive class B GPCR structures as shown in Figure 4(A). The rank 2 exception residue contact is shown in Figure 4(B). We highlighted the top 30 residue contacts with the largest differences in contact frequencies between active and inactive class B GPCR structures (Table S7(A)). A sharp kink was formed in the middle of the TM6 helix, leading to switching contacts including L3.43-L6.43, E3.46-L6.43, E3.46-L6.44, G3.47-L6.44, N5.54-L6.44, F5.58-L6.44, V5.62-T6.37/L6.40, L5.65-6.33, and L5.69-6.33 in the active class B GPCR structures (Figure 4(C,F,G)). Meanwhile, the TM6 intracellular end moved away from the TM3, TM5, and TM7 helices during class B GPCR activation, losing a number of key residue contacts that were formed in the inactive receptor structures, including L3.50-L6.33/A6.34/T6.37, L3.54-K6.30, L3.43-6.40/I6.41, E3.46-T6.37/L6.40, I5.61-A6.34, L6.40-L7.48, and L6.44-Q7.45 (Figure 4D,E,H).
We also computed the residue contact frequency difference map for the active agonist-bound class B GPCRs in the absence and presence of PAMs (Figure 5(A)), similarly for the inactive antagonist-bound class B GPCRs in the absence and presence of NAMs (Figure 5(B)). The residue contacts that were significantly tuned in the presence of allosteric modulators were listed in Table S7(B). With the binding of PAMs in active class B GPCR structures, residue pairs G3.47-L6.43, L3.50-L6.43, and L3.50-L6.44 formed new contacts between TM3-TM6 (Figure 5(C)), similarly for residue contacts I5.51-V6.46, L5.52-A6.52, N5.54-V6.46, and P5.55-L6.44 between TM5-TM6 (Figure 5(D)) and residue contacts H6.47-T7.37, H6.47-T7.42, and I6.47-E7.38 between TM6-TM7 (Figure 5(F)). With the binding of NAMs in the inactive class B GPCR structures, residue pairs L3.43-T6.37, E3.46-I6.41, and L3.50-K6.30 formed new contacts between TM3-TM6 (Figure 5(G)), similarly for contacts W5.40-A6.52, R5.44-E6.48 and F5.48-A6.52 between TM5 and TM6 (Figure 5(H)) and contacts H6.47-Q7.45, V6.50-K7.34, and V6.50-D7.38 between TM6-TM7 (Figure 5(I)).
3.4 | “Exception” residue contacts added important missing links for GPCR signaling

A number of exception contacts predicted from the Potts models added missing links that were critical for the activation and allosteric modulation of GPCRs (Figure 6).33,34 Specifically, 6 and 1 of the top 20 exception contacts resulted from activation and/or allosteric modulation of the class A and B GPCRs, respectively (Tables S4 and S6). In class A GPCRs, exception contacts 3.51–5.56 and 5.47–6.49 augmented the residue network for receptor activation by involving the DRY and CWxP functional motifs,50 respectively (Figure 6(A)). Exception contacts 3.49-149 ICL2 and 3.51–3.56, both of which involved the DRY motif, were tuned off upon binding of PAMs and NAMs to the class A GPCRs, respectively (Figure 6(B, C)). Another exception contact between 2.49 (Na+ pocket) and 4.50 was important for both allosteric modulation of class A GPCRs51–54 and activation of class B GPCRs (Figure 6(B, D)). This was consistent with previous findings that W4.50 is fully conserved in class A and B GPCRs and its
mutation significantly affected activation of the class B GPCRs. In addition, certain exception residue contacts in the Potts models appeared to result from arbitrary contact definition. They showed average $\overline{\text{C}^\beta - \text{C}^\beta}$ distances close to the 8 Å contact cutoff, including three residue pairs T3.42-W4.50, D3.32-Y7.43, and L2.46-S7.46 in class A GPCRs and one residue pair I3.36-S7.42 in class B GPCRs (Table S8).

3.5 Comparison of activation pathways of class A and B GPCRs

We have calculated residue contact frequency difference maps between active versus inactive structures to identify important residue contacts for GPCR activation. These maps systematically uncovered residue contacts that are important for activation of class A and B GPCRs. For the most extensively studied class A GPCRs, our results were mostly consistent with previous findings. Among our 30 residue contacts that showed the largest differences in contact frequencies between the active and inactive class A GPCR structures, 10 of them involved the previously identified NACHOs and 9 of them were found in the common activation pathway of class A GPCRs, including residue contacts between TM1-TM7, TM3-TM6, TM3-TM7, TM5-TM6, and TM6-TM7 (Table S9). Five of the previous switching residue contacts (1.53–7.53, 3.43–6.41, 3.50–6.37, 3.43–7.49, and 6.40–7.49) were calculated as repacking contacts in our analysis, due to a significant increase in the number of available experimental structures (283) compared with the 235 previously available.
structures. All these contacts resulted from the global movements of TM6 and TM7 intracellular ends upon activation of class A GPCRs. Our analysis also revealed 20 additional residue contacts involved in class A GPCR activation (Table S9). Upon activation of class A GPCRs, residue contacts were lost between the intracellular domains of TM6 and TM3 (involving the highly conserved DRY motif), as well as for the conserved NPxxY motif in TM7 with the TM1, TM2 (involving the Na\textsuperscript{+} binding pocket)\textsuperscript{54,56} and TM6. New residue contacts were formed between TM5-TM6 (involving the extracellular CWxP and PIF motifs) and TM3-TM7 (involving the NPxxY motif)\textsuperscript{56} (Figure 6(A)). It is well established that the TM6 intracellular end moves outward, while the highly conserved NPxxY motif in the TM7 intracellular domain moves toward TM3,\textsuperscript{5,56–62} which resulted in the switching TM3 residue contacts from TM6 to TM7. Our structural analysis determined the residue contacts that were weakened between TM1-TM7 and TM3-TM6 and strengthened between TM3-TM7 in this global movement.

For class B GPCR activation, all 20 top-ranked residue contacts involved residues from TM6, which is known to distort significantly to the point of losing helical properties and form a sharp kink in the middle with the intracellular domain pointing outward.\textsuperscript{9,11,63} Due to dramatic conformational change of TM6, new switching contacts were formed near its sharp kink for the conserved PxxG motif, while residue contacts were lost for the TM3 (the HETx motif) and the TM6 intracellular domain (residues K6.30-I6.41) with TM5 and TM7 (Figure 6(D)).

### 3.6 Comparison of allosteric modulation of class A and B GPCRs

Our sequence coevolutionary and structural contact analysis further revealed important residue contacts tuned by allosteric modulation of the A and B classes of GPCRs (Figure 6). Overall, the TM helices that were found important for activation could be also allosterically modulated in GPCRs. For class A GPCRs, residue contacts between TM2-TM3, TM2-TM4, TM3-TM4, TM3-TM5, TM4-TM5, TM5-TM6, and TM6-TM7 changed upon binding of allosteric modulators (Figure 6(B,C)). Residue pairs including 3.27-4.62, 3.34-4.56, and 5.51-6.48 (toggle switch in the CWxP motif) formed new contacts upon binding of PAMs, being consistent with the previous finding that PAM binding induced slight contraction of the receptor extracellular mouth.\textsuperscript{15,64} Furthermore, residue contacts such as 4.53-5.46 and 5.51-6.48 were modified, due to shift of the TM5 toward the extracellular side relative to the TM4.\textsuperscript{18} PAM binding also introduced rearrangements of residue contacts in the three extracellular loops and ICL2 of the class A GPCRs (Figure 6(B)). On the other hand, NAM binding induced conformational changes in the TM2 (the Na\textsuperscript{+} binding pocket),\textsuperscript{51–54} TM3 (the DRY motif), TM4, TM5, TM6, and TM7 (the NPxxY motif) domains of the class A GPCRs (Figure 6(C)).\textsuperscript{17,19} For class B GPCRs, residues in the TM6, which is heavily involved in activation of the receptors,\textsuperscript{9,21} were also found to undergo substantial changes of contacts in the presence of allosteric modulators, especially near the PxxG and HETx motifs (Figure 6(E,F)). Our study, for the first time, systematically identified residue contacts that are tuned by allosteric modulation in different classes of GPCRs. They provide a framework for rationally designing selective allosteric drugs to modulate the structure and function of GPCRs.

### 4 | DISCUSSION

We have revealed unique features of classes A and B GPCRs from combined sequence coevolutionary and structural contact analysis. We have found plausible explanations for 9 and 2 of the top 20 exception residue contacts in the coevolutionary models for class A and B GPCRs, respectively. They resulted from activation and allosteric modulation of GPCRs, as well as the arbitrary contact definition. However, the remaining exception residue contacts are still unexplained (Tables S4 and S6). A certain number of these exceptions could possibly result from inaccuracy of the sequence coevolutionary models, especially for the class B GPCRs that have relatively smaller numbers of effective sequences. Further explanations of the other exception residue contacts, however, can be potentially obtained with more GPCR structures that are yet to be determined in the future.\textsuperscript{4}

The number of inactive experimental structures of class A GPCRs is about twice of their active structures (Table S1). More of the latter are thus needed, which has been recently boosted by remarkable advances in the cryo-EM technique for solving the active GPCR-G protein complex structures. Moreover, only 31 structures of subclass B1 (secretin receptors) were available for class B GPCRs. More experimental structures of GPCRs, especially the class B2 for which the first structure has been obtained only very recently,\textsuperscript{65} will strengthen the analysis. In addition, only a handful of structures are currently available for the GPCRs bound by allosteric modulators. Because the allosteric modulators are advantageous over traditional agonists and antagonists for providing more selective therapeutic drugs of GPCRs, a significantly larger number of allosteric modulator-bound structures may be expected in the near future.\textsuperscript{14} In addition, more structures associated with new functional mechanisms of GPCRs (e.g., biased agonism\textsuperscript{66}) await to be determined. When more of the above structures become available, they should be periodically added for updated structural contact analysis. Different residue contacts can be potentially identified and used to explain the remaining exception contacts in Potts models of the GPCRs. The updated structural analysis will also allow us to identify more general functional mechanisms of GPCRs, notably for the allosteric modulation with currently very limited data.

Compared with the inactive and active structures, intermediate structures have been rarely determined for GPCRs (Table S1). This largely results from the highly dynamic nature and relatively short time of the GPCR intermediates, which have proven difficult to characterize in experiments. In this context, computational molecular dynamics simulations that have captured activation pathway and intermediate conformations of the GPCRs\textsuperscript{67–69} provide a promising approach to address the challenge. The simulation derived
intermediate structures can be also used for additional structural con-
tact analysis. Meanwhile, it will enable a more complete sequence-
structure-dynamics-function relationship analysis of the GPCRs.

Furthermore, while the number of sequences for class C, D, E,
and F GPCRs are too small to construct accurate sequence coevolu-
tionary models,44,49 we can still perform structural contact analysis
and dynamics simulations of these GPCRs. These studies will help us
to identify important residue contacts and understand functional
mechanisms of these even less studied or orphan GPCRs. Finally, it
is worthy constructing a sequence coevolutionary model for the
GPCR superfamily. When enough representative structures are
obtained for each class of GPCRs, we can include all the structures
for more complete analysis. The residue contact frequency map can
then be compared with the sequence coevolutionary model to
uncover common features of the different GPCR classes in the entire
superfamily.

This analysis demonstrates how the combination of residue
covariation and structural statistical analysis can supplement each
other when applied to GPCR datasets. It establishes the basic connec-
tions between the sequence covariations and GPCR structural con-
tacts, setting the stage for more advanced uses of the coevolutionary
model to study GPCR function. Notably, the coevolutionary model
has additional uses in predicting the energetics of individual
sequences and particular residue pairs. For instance, the coevolution-
ary coupling values for residue pairs in a single target sequence have
been used in “threading” calculations with protein structures to deter-
mine the propensity of that sequence to take on particular function-
ally active or inactive conformations.35 The coevolutionary model can
also be used to predict functional characteristics of individual
residue–residue interactions.70 Applying this sequence-based ener-
getics view to the GPCR family may further uncover details of GPCR
function. These analyses and detailed understanding of the functional
mechanisms are expected to greatly facilitate rational structure-based
drug design of the pharmaceutically important GPCRs.
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